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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the first quarter of 2020, the value in holding a significant proportion of one’s portfolio in safe haven assets like 
IML has been made very clear. As the world experiences economic shutdown in an effort to contain the COVID-19 
pandemic, almost every asset class has lost significant value — including supposed safe-haven or hedging 
assets. In stark contrast, IML fund investors have seen the dollar value of their holdings steadily increase at an 
impressive annualized rate of 11.27% this quarter; all while the fund maintains its near-zero drawdown policy.

In an efficient market, financial reward is proportional to risk. After all, why invest in something with a higher 
risk and lower expected return? Fortunately, the market is not fully efficient — otherwise IML would not be so 
profitable. Despite being relatively low risk, the fund is still able to generate an outstanding annualized USD 
percentage return of 10.8% since inception. Those are returns commensurate with a far more risky strategy. Not 
only that, but the linearity of the returns means investors can relatively accurately forecast their earnings over time 
and be assured of enjoying healthy returns the day after investing with little to no drawdown.

IML enjoyed its best month since inception in February this quarter, recording an outstanding annualized return of 
15.34%. The fund’s net assets under management ended Q1 standing at $1,286,683, 15.9% up from the start of 
the quarter. 

1. MARKET COMMENTARY
The Invictus Margin Lending fund uses underlying cash (US Dollars or US Dollar equivalent currencies such as 
TrueUSD) in the fund to provide loans to traders on cryptocurrency exchanges. IML only provides loans via top- 
tier exchanges with efficient liquidation protocols and matching engines to reduce counterparty risk. This helps 
ensure IML delivers on its strategy of near-zero drawdown while also providing the liquidity to lend out assets 
at industry-high rates of return. Below is a run-down of the two sectors in the crypto lending space; Centralized 
Lending and Decentralized Lending (via Decentralized Finance, DeFi, protocols), as well as developments this 
quarter and a market outlook.

1.1) Centralized  Lending Platforms

1.1.1)  Overview
Centralized cryptoasset lending platforms facilitate consumer lending, which is the provision of loans to 
individuals and retail traders; and institutional lending: the provision of loans to institutions. It is the consumer 
lending space in which IML primarily operates. Typically, consumer lenders interact with centralized lending 
platforms in an automated manner without high touch human involvement. Institutional lending on the other hand 
typically involves firms getting to know their institutional clients and their operations very well.

1.1.2)  Quarterly Developments
This quarter was marked by a number of significant advances in the services and products offered via centralized 
lending platforms. 

In particular, there has been a continued rise in the both the number of currencies that can be loaned out via 
centralized lending platforms — including Fiat and Fiat-denominated stablecoins — as well as the number of 
currencies that can be used as collateral from which to borrow. 

As the lending space matures, it continues to cater to a larger investment base; with support for cash deposits 
via wire transfer into interest bearing accounts becoming more widely offered. Additionally, certain key lending 
services which had previously only been accessible to institutions are now being made available to retail 
investors.
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1.1.3)  Outlook
The Loan To Value (LTV) for both consumer and institutional lending is expected to go up, but more so for 
institutional lending-oriented firms. For institutional lending, it would be the fourth consecutive quarter that 
the average LTV has risen. In the crypto lending space, the LTV is a ratio of the value of a loan to the amount 
of collateral required. In this case, that asset purchased is the collateral for the loan. It is therefore a metric 
describing how highly collateralized a loan is. LTV being equal to 1 represents the value of the loan being equal to 
its collateral (i.e. leveraged 1x). The higher the value of LTV, the less collateralized the loan is, and therefore the 
less your portfolio needs to lose in value (percentage-wise) to default on the loan. It’s precisely this: the minimum 
percentage your portfolio needs to lose in order to default, which is a direct metric of risk. And that is the true 
essence of this metric: risk. It is of course not an all-encompassing metric for risk— in particular, it takes no 
account of the individual circumstances of the borrower(s). Nevertheless, it is a particularly useful measure of the 
amount of risk these lending platforms are willing to accept.

For lenders to have their LTV exceed one, their overall collateral would no longer fully cover the value of their 
loans. This is a natural process of maturation in this still nascent industry.  Over time, lenders —particularly 
institutionally-oriented ones — will gain more trust in their clients from more knowledge of their operations and 
credit history. Systems and protocols used by lenders to gauge the creditworthiness of their clients will improve 
and lenders will be more confident in its estimates. Along with this comes more variety and sophistication in 
the loan offers as to cater to their clients’ individual risk profiles. These advancements will make lenders (again, 
more so in the institutional case) feel more comfortable in their clients’ ability to cover under-collateralized loans. 
This is a desirable development for both lenders who seek to expand their loan books and institutions who seek 
to multiply their returns through the use of leverage. To these ends, greed may also play an encroaching role as 
it has many times in the history of the traditional market. Time will tell whether the increased risk has been fully 
adjusted for by better screening of credit-worthiness, or whether it will lead the sector becoming less risk-averse.

1.2) Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

1.2.1)  Overview
Decentralized Finance is an umbrella term referring to technology that makes use of blockchain networks and 
smart contracts on them to perform financial services. DeFi technology can perform many services that were 
previously only possible through centralized institutions like banks. Its adopters believe that it has the potential to 
provide a viable alternative to traditional centralized banking services, particularly to the hundreds of millions of 
adults worldwide with access to the internet but not a bank account. The industry is still, however, in its infancy. 
As such, it has decades of innovation within centralized finance to catch up to if it is to be the serious — even 
superior — alternative to centralized finance that its most ardent supporters believe it can be.

1.2.2)  Quarterly developments
The DeFi sector shrunk overall this quarter, with the total US dollar value locked into the sector decreasing 
20% from $674.56 Million at the beginning of Q1 to $538.42 Million at quarter-end. This is mirrored by the total 
outstanding debt decreasing in US dollar terms from 151.1 Million to 131.52 Million over the course of Q1. 

The Interest Per Year (IPY) is a snapshot of the total outstanding debt multiplied by the average borrowing rate. 
The DeFi sector’s IPY ended the quarter at $3.5 Million, 46.5% down from $6.52 Million at the start of Q1. 

DeFi remains the most collateralized sector in the crypto lending space. The sector’s LTV this quarter remained 
almost unchanged, decreasing just slightly from 22.3% at the start of the quarter to 22.12% at quarter-end. These 
statistics are summarized in the bar charts in figure 1 below.
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The cryptoasset market crash on the 12th of March saw the price of Ethereum drop by nearly 50%. Maker, the 
largest DeFi lender by total loan value, is based on the Ethereum network; with Ether being the most commonly 
used currency to cover the DAI stablecoin that they issue. In the smart contract is a clause that the covering 
cryptoasset’s price must be more than half that of the DAI at the time of issuance or the position is automatically 
liquidated. The flash crash exposed the Achilles heel of blockchains: their scalability. At an average time of around 
15 seconds per Ethereum block-time, the processing of transactions can become bottlenecked by large increases 
in the number of transactions broadcast by users, such was the case in March. Even though it didn’t reach this 
critical 50% mark, many positions were liquidated.

1.2.3) Outlook
To retain the focus of strong research and development, the DeFi sector will hope to see a rebound in the total 
US dollar value locked into it. Time will tell if the March flash crash exposed a long-lasting threat to the scalability 
of DeFi services, or if continued innovation and R&D will allow DeFi to reach its lofty ambitions of providing 
democratized access to a viable alternative to the traditional, centralized finance system.

2. FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE LENDING RATES: A 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

IML has already provided tremendous value and risk-adjusted capital gain to its investors. The only question now 
is, will this continue well into the future? 

There are two prongs to this question. The first, and easiest to address, is whether the fundamental risk profile will 
remain as low as in the past. To this, the answer is a resolute yes. 
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The only noteworthy developments in this regard are the gradual technological improvement in liquidation-
protocol robustness, exchange cyber-security and latency speeds. 

The second prong is the matter of this chapter’s statistical analysis: what are the driving factors behind lending 
rates?

Lending rates are in fact the cost of borrowing money, and all costs are the result of the interaction between 
supply and demand. In particular, the daily funding rates achieved by the Invictus Margin Lending Fund’s 
proprietary trading algorithm may best be thought of as a function of a number of important factors plus noise. 
These factors influence the forces of demand and supply for lending and hence the cost of borrowing money.

To be able to forecast this fund’s performance into the future; we ought to understand how these factors influence 
IML’s daily rates and why. Below is a statistical analysis of three key factors: Cryptoasset Market Capitalization, 
Market Trading Volume and Market Volatility, followed by commentary on each one. 

We will determine how each of these three factors affect IML’s daily rates by using statistical metrics for 
dependence. We will begin by testing for linear dependence using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient¹ and later 
use the distance correlation coefficient to determine the linear and non-linear dependence.

¹  The Pearson Correlation Coefficient of two variables X and Y is equal to the covariance of X and Y divided by the product of the standard 
deviation of X and the standard deviation of Y.

2.1) Testing for linear dependence

Linearity, having the same Latin etymology as the word line, essentially describes how well a straight line of 
any orientation estimates a given curve. Values of 1 and -1 represent perfect estimation using an increasing, 
respectively decreasing, straight line. A value of zero represents no linear relationship and all values in-between 
represent a degree of linearity increasing the further from zero (in either direction) it is. These properties are 
demonstrated in Figure 2 below which plots the linear correlation coefficient of each scatter-plot of data in blue.

Linear (Pearson’s) correlation coefficient Distance correlation coefficient

Figure 2

Linear regression is the most common type of regression analysis performed and is easier to build models from, 
and carry out statistical tests on. To test for linear dependence, Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used. Daily 
data is used starting on December 7th, 2019: the date that IML’s proprietary algorithmic lending platform started 
running live. The linear correlation coefficient matrix is plotted below in Figure 3.

http://www.invictuscapital.com
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Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient

Market Cap Market Volatility Market Volume

Daily IML Return 0.042 0.039 0.006

Significant at 5% 
Confidence Level²

False False False

Figure 3

All three variables, cryptoasset market capitalization, market volatility and market volume, are weakly linearly 
correlated with IML’s daily interest rates with a correlation coefficient of around 0.042 ,0.039 and 0.006, indicating 
that only 4.2%, 3.9%, and 0.6% of the total daily interest returns can be accounted for by a static linear relationship 
between daily returns and market capitalization, market volatility and market volume respectively. All three figures 
are not statistically significant at a 5% confidence level. That is, assuming there to be no linear 2/4 relationship, 
the probability is greater than 5% that you would get a coefficient of correlation as extreme or greater than 
0.042. We cannot therefore reasonably reject the possibility that no such linear correlation exists for all three 
relationships. Clearly IML’s daily rates cannot be accurately predicted using a linear combination of market cap, 
market volume and market volatility. We will find more luck looking for non-linear dependence as well.

2.2) Testing for linear and non-linear dependence

A more comprehensive test for the dependence a variable has on daily rates, accounts for both linear and non-
linear relationships — and can be computed using the “distance correlation metric”³. Figure 2 above gives the 
distance correlation coefficient of each scatter plot in red. Notice how it relates to the linear regression coefficient 
given in blue. In particular we can see that the values range between 0 and 1 as the dependence quantifies no 
“direction” — in contrast to the linear case. All the graphs in the bottom row would have a Pearson correlation 
coefficient of 0, despite quite clearly showing some dependence, manifested in a nonlinear way. This is not the 
case for the distance correlation. You can confirm that the magnitude of this metric corresponds to our intuitive 
understanding of “dependence”.

The same matrix is used in Figure 4 as in Figure 3, except that it calculates the distance correlation coefficient, 
not the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, between the two variables in question.

 ² Calculated using the “t-statistic” equal to r multiplied by the square-root of (n-2) divided by the square-root of (1-r squared); where r is equal to 
the Pearson correlation coefficient and n the number of random samplings (in our case, it’s the number of days in the analysis).

³ Visit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distance_correlation to learn more.

Distance Correlation Coefficient

Market Cap Market Volatility Market Volume

Daily IML Return 0.88 0.4 0.34

Significant at 1% 
Confidence Level

True True True

Figure 4
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The distance correlation tells a completely different story to the linear correlation; with all three correlation 
coefficients being statistically significant at a 1% confidence level4. In other words, the probability is lower than 
1% that there exists no correlation — linear or otherwise — between daily rates and every other variable given the 
results. Thus we can conclude that the dependency most likely exists. 

Keep in mind that these figures are somewhat inflated due to the relatively small sample size of 115 days. 
Nevertheless, if there was no true underlying dependence, the expected coefficient in each case would be 0.143 
and the likelihood of getting a value of 0.26 or more would be below 1%.

Although the distance correlation doesn’t quantify any direction to the correlation (it’s a lot more complicated than 
the purely linear case), we can use visual inspection (see figures 5, 6 and 7 below) and fundamental economics to 
surmise that all three distributions are positively correlated. 

Let’s now go through all three factors and explain why they’re positively correlated with IML’s daily rates.

4 Computed using a Monte Carlo simulation of 100,000 random samplings.

2.2.1)  Market Capitalization
Daily cryptoasset market capitalization and daily IML rates are highly correlative, indicated by the large distance 
correlation coefficient of 0.88.

Figure 5 below plots both IML’s daily returns and the cryptoasset market capitalization. A quick visual inspection 
confirms the existence and positivity of the dependence.
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Bull runs and increased demand for long exposure go hand in hand. Demand for long exposure puts upward 
pressure on prices and prolonged upward price, movement, through trend and bandwagon effects, entices more 
interest in going long. The same is true of bear runs and lower demand for long exposure.

IML by design only lends out USD or USD-equivalent instruments; which in turn can be used by cryptoasset traders 
only to purchase other instruments, i.e. enter a long position.

Therefore an increase in prices, by increasing demand for long exposure, would put upwards pressure on 
lending rates for USD or USD-equivalent instruments. The converse would also be true for decreases in market 
capitalization putting downwards pressure on lending rates. 

A second reason for this dependency is that demand for consumer lending most likely reacts more strongly 
than supply to changes in market capitalization. There are three primary reasons why demand reacts strongly to 
changes in market capitalization:

1. Most strategies and speculation tend to be biased either partially or totally towards longing; meaning that 
more money is made than lost in bull runs and vice versa for bear runs. Because of that, the former induces 
greater confidence, margin for error and in Alan Greenspan’s words: “irrational exuberance”. The longer a bull 
run lasts, the more the last serious downturn fades from memory along with its lessons and warnings. This 
creates a climate of high demand for leverage which puts upwards pressure on lending rates. The converse 
is again true. Serious bear runs force people to appreciate risk and uncertainty more, causing a more risk-
averse attitude and decreasing demand for leverage as a result. 

2. During bull runs, holdings of cryptoasset traders tend to increase rapidly. Maintaining the same LTV level 
therefore requires increasing leverage(demand) by the same percentage as holdings. Likewise, in market 
downturns where the dollar value of cryptoasset traders generally decline, the same amount of debt 
represents greater leverage and thus greater risk. To adjust for this, traders lower the value of debt they hold, 
decreasing the demand for leverage. 

3. Prolonged cryptoasset market surges entice new entries of investors, speculators and institutions into 
the market, contributing to an increased demand-base. The same is true of bear markets reducing market 
participation.

On the supply side, however, crypto lending funds’ holdings are far less affected by short-term changes in market 
capitalization — in our case, still recording positive daily returns. This is because lending funds’ returns are far 
more consistent than that of its borrowers — traders and speculators mainly. Of course, daily returns, if consistent 
enough, can be relatively small and when accumulated throughout the entire year, produce very impressive 
annualized returns — such is the case with IML. The neighborhood around these funds’ daily returns (un-
annualized) is small enough that the effect that the change in market capitalization has on them will not alter the 
fund holdings too much — at least in the short term. This means that while a large, swift, market swing in either 
direction will see the fortunes of traders and speculators change substantially and their demand for debt with it; 
lending funds would be likely to see only a small change in fund value and thus alter their supply far less. 

This imbalance of demand and supply to market capitalization results in the equilibrium lending rates trending 
upwards during bull markets and downwards during bear markets and is, in part, responsible for the correlation 
that is observed.

2.2.2) Market Volatility

Market Volatility and IML’s daily rates have a distance correlation coefficient of 0.4, indicating strong correlation. 
Figure 6 displays a graph of IML’s annualized daily rates overlaid with daily market volatility; calculated as the 
difference between the high and low of the daily market capitalization divided by the market capitalization. For 
illustrative purposes, the market volume has been smoothed with an Exponential Moving Average (EMA) that 
discounts past data quickly (an alpha value of 0.2). From the start of the period, December 7th, to around March 
12th, the correlation was strong and thereafter, in the wake of the market crash, broke down. This is likely due 
to other, more correlated factors taking control —principally market capitalization, as well as the inelasticity of 
returns to changes in volatility and market volatility’s covariance with downward market movement. 

http://www.invictuscapital.com
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Annualized daily IML rates % Market Volatility EMA
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Figure 6

2.2.2.1) Why should they be correlated in the first place?

Most money employed in the market, either as investment or speculation, is market directed. That is, it matters 
in which direction the asset you have a position in moves. Examples where this is not the case involve certain 
options strategies, and trading volatility indices like the VIX. Of this minority of money traded that isn’t market-
directed, most strategies perform better or only with a high degree of volatility. Therefore, for the vast majority 
of money employed on the market, the amount of potential profit is an increasing function of volatility. In fact, 
the maximum available profit (ceteris paribus) is purely a function of the volatility, since all price movement 
represents potential profit if you had positioned your trading accordingly. All told, liquidity being equal, there is far 
more money to be made (and to be lost) from trading cryptoasset markets than traditional markets because of its 
superior volatility. Of course, the only reason anyone trades is in the hope of making a profit. Therefore, traders — 
on the expectation of inflated profits — will be willing to pay inflated rates to leverage their trading. 

In addition, retail traders account for a far higher percentage of volume in the cryptoasset market than in the 
traditional market. These traders are going to accept far higher borrowing rates than an institutional investor such 
as JP Morgan would; where a tiny rate change would mean a difference of millions of dollars. The involvement 
of the largest institutional investment firms in this space seems set to only be gradual in the short term, barring 
an unforeseen development. This will keep the lending space still less efficient than the traditional market for the 
foreseeable future — which is good for this fund achieving exceptional returns.

Spot exchange rates can also afford to be a lot higher than in traditional markets in part for the same reason. In 
fact in most cases, spot cryptoasset exchange fees are at a higher multiple of their traditional counterpart than 
cryptoasset margin lending rates are to their own traditional counterpart. 

2.2.3)  Volume

Volume and IML’s daily lending rates are the least well correlated of the three relationships being tested but are 
still significantly correlated with a distance correlation coefficient of 0.34.

 

Figure 7 below is a graph of IML’s annualized daily rates overlaid with daily market volume. Again, for illustrative 
purposes, the market volume has been smoothed using an exponential moving average with an alpha of 0.2. 
Similar to the case with volatility, the correlation appears to be relatively strong from December 7th to around the 
12th of February and thereafter diverge somewhat. This is also likely due to the temporary effect of the market 
crash on lending rates.

http://www.invictuscapital.com
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Figure 7

Volume has an obvious and direct relationship with borrowing rates. The volume of an instrument is a measure 
of the demand to trade that instrument. The demand to trade cryptoassets is a key determinant of cryptoasset 
leverage, and thus, on borrowing rates. It’s also true that an increase in demand for leverage leads to an increase 
in funds traded and thus an increase in volume.

As figure 8 below demonstrates, the volume of cryptoasset trading has been increasing steadily for years and 
has averaged over the last month more than twice the peak volume achieved during the bull run ending at the 
beginning of 2018.  This is despite the fact that the cryptoasset market capitalization has never reached close 
to that bull run’s high. We can expect this trend to continue in the future as more individuals and firms adopt 
cryptoasset trading as a way to generate higher returns than they could otherwise achieve in the traditional 
market. As a market, cryptoassets are attractive primarily for their volatility and inefficiencies that can be 
exploited — including significant arbitrage opportunities, this, in turn drives volume. 

Figure 8

3. IML IN REVIEW
The Invictus Margin Lending Fund has continued to see steady adoption within the community, with net 
investments for Q1 exceeding 12.8% of the total fund assets at the start of the quarter. The Net Asset Value 
(NAV) increased by 16%, with the difference being the accumulated interest. IML ended quarter 1 with a NAV of 
$1,287,010. 
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The global economic market collapse experienced this quarter as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, including 
the traditional and crypto market sell-off, has forced many to liquidate their holdings across the board — which 
has had a contagion effect across virtually all non-cash or cash-equivalent asset classes. As uncertainty lingers, 
subscriptions across most investment products (particularly non-cash-based or interest-earning ones) will likely 
continue to be low.
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Figure 9

3.1) Fund performance
The IML token price ended Q1 2.7% up from the start of the year, increasing in value from $1.039102 to $1.067455.
This amounts to an outstanding 11.27% annualized rate of return net of fees; slightly up on previous quarter 
annualized returns of 10.07%. 

The fund still enjoys its linear return profile and near-zero drawdown, both of which can clearly be seen in Figure 10 
below. The annualized return, net of fees, since inception stands at 10.8%, well above the fund’s hurdle rate of 6% 
per annum.

The hurdle rate of 6% annualized return — net of fees — aligns IML’s investors’ interests with that of the fund by 
permitting a performance fee only to be accrued on US dollar returns exceeding 6% annualized. The hurdle rate 
is chosen as a generous average yield on American long-term investment-grade corporate bonds. In fact, those 
bonds have a higher drawdown risk (default) than this fund, making this choice of benchmark very advantageous 
to IML’s investors and a sign of Invictus’s faith in this fund’s ability to consistently generate superior returns for its 
investors.
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Figure 10
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Figure 11 below shows the annualized daily interest rate achieved by the IML fund since inception. Notice that the 
fund has never recorded an annualized daily lending rate of lower than 4% and only 3 times achieved less than 6%. 
IML recorded its largest monthly return in February, registering an exceptional 15.34% annualized. The peak of IML’s 
daily rates and the cryptoasset market capitalization since August last year both occurred on February 15th at 21.07% 
and $307 Billion respectively. This close fit is further evidence that IML is lending efficiently.

  

Figure 11

4. FUND OPERATIONS

4.1) Algorithm parameter optimization
From our experience, correct choice of parameters is key to achieving a highly profitable algorithmic lending platform. 
We’ve taken great care in our choice of parameters, with each one having a strong fundamental rationale and 
empirical backing behind why it should be included. Then, we look for combinations of these parameters that offer 
the most consistently high returns to determine what loans to offer.

4.2) Battle of the bots
As the lending space matures, the volume accounted for by automated algorithms — particularly in the private 
consumer lending industry which IML operates in — has increased to a likely majority. The same is certainly true of 
traditional markets where automated or semi-automated algorithms are responsible for the majority of volume.

The advent of automation in the traditional market allowed heavy research and focus on using deep order-book data 
to inform trading decisions. Along with that came algorithms designed to manipulate order books by placing artificial 
limit orders at certain price-levels that would be retracted as soon as the price moved sufficiently close to activating 
the order. This is done to induce favorable price movement by creating false perceptions of demand at certain price-
levels.

The same is true within the private lending space where artificial loans not intended to be taken up and small-valued 
loans that are, are placed to try manipulate the perception of market forces of demand and supply in such a way that 
maximizes their lending returns. This could potentially be problematic for lending algorithms like IML’s which are 
designed to look at order books to help determine what loans to offer. IML’s proprietary software has, however, shown 
itself to be highly resilient to such algorithm traps — further demonstrating its sophistication and robustness.
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4.3) Fund Breakdown
Figure 12  below provides some operational statistics and the breakdown of IML’s fund holdings calculated
at quarter-end.

Figure 12

The lending statistics for Q4 of 2019 and Q1 of 2020 in figure 13 below demonstrate that the total number of both funding 
offers and loans provided skyrocketed this quarter over last, registering increases of 4584.7% and 2572.3% respectively. 
This is partially due to the fact that IML’s proprietary algorithmic lending platform was only live for about 20% of Q4 2019. 
Even so, if that accounted for the whole difference, we would expect an increase this quarter of both loans offered and 
accepted increasing no more than about 500%. The rest of the increase is primarily due to the lending platform conducting 
a more exhaustive search for the best loans. For the same reason, the percentage of loan offers accepted declined by 
42.9%.

Quarterly Lending Statistics

Q4 2019 Q1 2020 % Change

Number of Loans 
Provided

1,011 27,017 2572.3%

Total Number of Funding 
Offers

2,509 117,539 4584.7%

Percentage of Offers 
Accepted

40.3% 23.0% -42.9%

Average Loan Duration 
(Days)

10.2 8.97 -12.1%

Figure 13

USD (Bitfinex) 96.83% Tether 2.15% TrueUSD 1.01%

FUND HOLDINGS BREAKDOWN

NAV $1,067455

Circulating Supply 1,205,671

Market Cap

Highest Monthly Return
(Annualised)

$1,287,010

Lowest Monthly Return
(Annualised)

12.60%

Return Since Inception
(Annualised)

7.86%

10.77%

% Positive Days Since Inception 99.14%

Return Q1 (Annualised) 11.27%
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5. OUTLOOK 
The cryptoasset lending market has continued its impressive growth over the first quarter and looks set to do the 
same in the second quarter. The market — neutral rise in aggregate trading volume is also expected to continue, 
facilitated by an increased demand for leverage- resulting in upwards pressure on lending prices.  

When the world turns the corner from the COVID-19 pandemic and the climate of uncertainty settles, the appetite for 
investment and leverage- particularly in volatile assets like cryptoassets-should see an uptick.

Finally, volatility — also positively correlated with funding rates — has remained relatively steady for years; with no 
indication that it is going to decrease any time soon.

All three of these developments have positive implications for the returns that investors can look forward to from the 
Invictus Margin Lending Fund going forward.
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